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I am the resurrection and the life.
Those who believe in me,
even though they die will live.
Those who live and believe in me will never die.
John 11: 25-26

EDITORIAL

Christ is risen!

Choose life!
Jesus is quoted in John’s Gospel as saying to his followers, ‘I
have come that they might have life and have it abundantly’ (John
10:10). This is the promise full of extraordinary hope for the
human race of that generation and of all generations to come. It
has its echoes in the Hebrew Scriptures as well – ‘Today I offer
you a choice between life and death. Choose life!’ (Jeremiah 21:8)
Despite the offer of life to the full some 2000 years ago, where
ever we seem to look in our world today we find activities that
seem to be calculated to bring death and destruction. Some would
wish to use this as a proof of the failure of religion to deliver on its
promises; more so when some of these acts are deliberately
perpetrated ‘in the name of religion’.
Someone once said, it is not that religion has been tried and
failed; it is more the case that it has not been tried yet! It seems to
be more the case that we are seeing people in many cases slipping
backwards into a particular expression of ‘religion’ that not only
would not be recognised by Jesus, but would most likely receive
the same condemnation that he reserved for the Scribes and
Pharisees in his own day.
There is no doubt that we live in times that can fill us with fear,
uncertainty and doubt. The temptation is to retreat into areas
where we think we can find ready made solutions, easy answers
and a quick fix. For those who are religiously inclined, this can
result in a flight into fundamentalism. This can seem to provide a
place where everything relies on God and where God can be
persuaded to fix everything by us promising to ‘keep the rules’.
That’s not what the life of Jesus demonstrated; it was not what the
Hebrew Scriptures extolled.
The story of Easter is the story of a life journey not an event.
The life of Jesus, his Passion and the Resurrection must be kept
together. Jesus could not escape the suffering; there was no quick
fix for him; he had to choose this path to gain life. God did not
force life upon our ancestors; he offered them a choice. Easter
reminds us once again that as human beings we have a choice; it is
the sum total of our choices to cooperate or not with God that will
bring us all to either the fullness of life or the darkness of death.
In the mystery that we remember this Easter, we are being
offered the choice once again. Will we choose life or death? Our
fellow human beings all around this planet, and indeed the planet
itself, cry out for us to take the risk, make the effort, take a leap of
faith and ‘choose life!’
The opinions expressed in this article are not
necessarily those of the Bishop of Broome.
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The Painting Resurrection of Christ by Hendrick van den Broeck is in
the Sistine Chapel in Rome.

2004 INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF RICE
A RICE FACT - 91% of the world's rice is
cultivated in Asia.
A RICE FACT - Rice farming has been traced
back to around 5,000BC.
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— EASTER MESSAGE —

EASTER AND THE ROCK OF FAITH
Along with most of the other Australian Bishops, I have spent the
larger part of Lent in Rome on our Ad Limina visit, a duty exacted every
five years.
Fresh in my mind is the Mass the visiting Bishops celebrated at the
Tomb of Peter, directly below the main altar of St Peter’s Basilica.
There you find the bones of one venerated as First among the Apostles,
a special confidant of Our Lord and the First Spiritual Leader of the
Christian Church.

Like Peter, who denied Christ three times (Mt. 26 : 69-75) we need
to have an appreciation of our own vulnerability and sinfulness. At
least this is one of the Lenten discoveries for which we have been
praying during the penitential season. The devotional practises of Lent,
the fasting and the abstinence, the reflections on the word of God, the
celebration of the Second Rite of Reconciliation, the Stations of the
Cross and our focused attention to the needs of others (Project
Compassion) have hopefully led us to a realisation that we are in need
of knowing and sharing in the forgiveness of Christ – who has "led us
out of darkness into his own wonderful light".
Like Peter, that rock of faith (Mt. 16 : 18) upon which the Church
is built, we are sustained in hope by the Grace of the Easter event. Like
Peter we strive to live a life of holiness and a vocation of service to the
gospel nurtured by the Living Christ and the Spirit of God who gives
meaning and purpose to us, and strength in the face of even the greatest
adversity.
Being in Rome, in the spiritual heart of Christianity, I have come to
a greater appreciation of the Church which is worth sharing with you.
Here, in the Eternal City, you see what one Theologian called "The
human face of the Church". Here is a history punctuated with failure,
marred by human foibles and frailty. Yet here too is an abiding sense of
vocation and holiness that thrives despite the apparent imperfections of
the faithful. Here too, in beauty and in art, in ritual and in prayer, God’s
plan is continuing to be served and witnessed to by those who strive
tirelessly to do his will. This is "the Divine Face of the Church".
May the God of love and forgiveness help us, like Peter the apostle, to
be an Easter people who witness tirelessly to our faith. May God’s choicest
blessing be upon you and your family during this holiest of seasons.

+Christopher Saunders
Bishop of Broome

The Bishops of Western Australia, Bishop Christopher Saunders, Bishop Justin
Bianchini, Archbishop Barry Hickey and Bishop Gerard Holohan were
photographed in front of the Tomb of St Peter following Mass in St Peter's
Basilica, Rome.
The privilege of being able to pray at the tomb of Peter gives rise to
a memory I treasure. In that moment of quiet reflection I was aware that
my vocation of service to the Church stretches way back in history to
the very beginnings when Our Lord walked the land of the scriptures
with his disciples. At the tomb I prayed that "all may be one" (Jn. 17 :
11) and that we might abide in the Lord as he abides in us (Jn. 15 : 4).
Peter’s life in ministry and service was founded in his love of the
Lord, in his relationship with Christ. His profession of faith "You are
the Christ, the Son of the living God" (Mt. 16 : 16) was spoken before
Easter but confirmed in the Easter wonder of Jesus’ death and
resurrection.

St Peter’s Basilica, Rome.
The first Basilica built on this site was that of the Emperor
Constantine in the year 349, although there is evidence of shrines
existing here from the days of Peter’s burial in 64AD – near his
crucifixion site at the Circus of Nero. The first stone of the present
Basilica was laid by Pope Julius in 1506 and in 1626 the Church
was consecrated.
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BRIEFLY SPEAKING
BERNADETTE HAUK, spent a week in Broome recently en
route to Kalumburu Mission where she is now working as a
voluteer in the Mission Office assisting the Administrator, Mr Rod
O’Brien. Bernadette, who comes from Hoppers Crossing in
Victoria, had a longer stay in Broome than originally anticipated as
her departure was delayed by a passing cyclone making flying on to
Kalumburu inadvisable. We wish Bernadette well during her time in
Kalumburu.

NOTRE DAME BROOME CAMPUS had a number of visitors
recently. Vice Chancellor, Dr Peter Tannock, was in town during
March for meetings with staff and students at the University’s
Broome Campus. Other visitors to the Campus were Dr Linda
Zoeller and Dr Elaine Meyer-Lee of St Mary’s College Indiana
USA. The purpose of their visit was to discuss the possibility of an
exchange program for nursing students between the two
institutions.
THE CHRISM MASS was concelebrated at Our Lady Queen of
Peace Cathedral in Broome on Tuesday 9 March by Bishop
Christopher Saunders and the priests of the Broome Diocese. The
Chrism, a mixture of oil of olives and balsam, was blessed by
Bishop Saunders and prepared for sending out to the various
parishes within the Diocese. In its primitive meaning, the word
chrism was used to designate a substance that served the purpose of
smearing or anointing, such as various kinds of oils and liniments.
Gradually, the term has come to represent the special oil used in
religious ceremonies especially in the administration of the
Sacraments of Baptism and Confirmation. The Chrism Mass was
attended by Pastoral Associates from the various parishes, diocesan
workers and parishioners from Our Lady Queen of Peace Parish.

Bernadette Hauk departs for Kalumburu on the Diocesan Plane.
Photo : A Hayden
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Bishop Saunders
receives one of
the jugs
containing holy
oil from Franco
Arace at the
Chrism Mass.
Photo: A Hayden

BISHOP CHRISTOPHER SAUNDERS, together with thirty-six
other Australian Bishops, embarked on a spiritual pilgrimage to
Rome in March. The pilgrimage also known as the ad limina
Apostolorum visit is designed to celebrate and strengthen each
Bishop’s communion with the universal Church and the Successor
of Peter, Pope John Paul II.
All bishops who are charged with the leadership of a diocese,
are required to make an ad limina visit every five years. It is an
important spiritual pilgrimage and a reminder of a local bishop’s
wider role, in communion with the bishops of the world. On 22
March, Bishop Saunders was received by the Pope John Paul II
during a private audience and spoke about the pastoral situation in
the Diocese of Broome.
While in Rome, the bishops made a pilgrimage to Assisi,
concelebrated Mass at the tomb of St Peter, undertook a day of
reflection at Castelgandolfo and visited various Vatican
organisations.

PRIESTS AND PASTORAL ASSOCIATES of the Broome
Diocese gathered in Broome recently for their annual meeting.
They were addressed by Aboriginal people who had attended the
NATSICC meeting in Adelaide last year and who are currently
establishing an Aboriginal Catholic Ministry in the Broome Parish.
They also addressed various Diocesan issues and looked at the
implications of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal. A
more detailed report will be included in the next edition of the
Profile.

Bishop Christopher Saunders standing before the altar at the tomb of Saint
Francis of Assisi.

MR RON DULLARD recently paid his first visit to Broome since
being appointed Director of Catholic Education in Western
Australia in September last year. Ron took on the directorship
following a long career in Catholic education as a principal and
then with the Catholic Education Office (CEO) in Perth in the area
of Planning and Resources and finally as Deputy Director for five
years. At a meeting of principals of Catholic schools, parish priests
and school board and community members, Ron outlined his vision
and priorities for Catholic Education into the future.
Ron was accompanied on his visit by Mrs. Mary Retel who
replaced Ron this year as Deputy Director of Catholic education.
Mary comes to the CEO following twelve years as principal at St
Brigid’s College, Lesmurdie. Prior to that, Mary held a number of
senior positions with the Department of Education.
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FROM THE OFFICE OF JUSTICE,
ECOLOGY & PEACE
By Br Shane Wood cfc

Native Title – the
ongoing battle for
recognition on an
unequal playing field
I recently read an article by Jennifer Clarke, an Indigenous law
expert and lecturer within the Australian National University’s Faculty
of Law. The title of the article was ‘Why it's (almost) not worth lodging
a native title claim’. It is an interesting case she makes about the
obstacles that are put in the way of the success of these claims and the
unfortunate consequences that can sometimes attend them.
It can be found on the internet at http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/
2003/Jan03/Clarke.htm for those interested in reading the full text.
She gives four main reasons for not bothering to make claims: even
if you have the claim recognised, the law will allow interference ‘not
permitted for other private land’ ownership; many potential claims have
been ‘diminished or extinguished’ by land use inconsistent with native
title; a great deal of money and emotional energy are used up by people
trying to prove their ‘connections’ to land and family, which often leads
to ‘irreconcilable disputes’ amongst family and long-time friends; and
finally, not all aspects of traditional Aboriginal ‘legal systems’ will
necessarily be recognised by the courts nor will the outcomes
necessarily provide ‘meaningful land rights’.
The recent events in the Kimberley necessitating the withdrawal of
the support of the Kimberley Land Council (KLC) from some ongoing
land claims, is a sign that not all is well in the area of Native Title. The
lack of sufficient funding to expert groups supporting claimants
(amounting to the equivalent of legal aid in other jurisdictions) shows
a serious deficiency in the system. All parties in a legal ‘battle’ must be
enabled to ‘stand on level ground’ if the outcome is to be a matter
purely of judgement before the law and not the result of inequality of
access to good advice, good preparation and good representation.
When we in the Kimberley come to make choices in the near future
between candidates and parties in both State and Federal arenas, it
might not be an inappropriate question to put to each of them about
what they are going to offer those who are currently not able to
adequately fund their court cases for native title. What are they going
to do to make the process of application for native title less onerous on
all parties? What practical steps are they going to take to encourage
more mediation, negotiated settlement and registered agreements in the
Kimberley on Native Title claims?

MORE WHEEL DRIVE
By Geoff and Fran Westmore

Over and under steer
Hello to all, and welcome to the More Wheel Drive column. As
the wet season passes and the dragon flies herald dry air and dusty
roads, it is easy to become complacent about the conditions likely
to be found off road. However, this is the Kimberley, and it is wise
to respect the challenges faced when a dry road receives a late
seasonal downpour. Previously full of bulldust, roads such as that
leading to Cape Leveque can become dangerously slippery when
the dust suddenly turns to mud. At this time of year, you can go
from bumpy corrugations to sliding all over the road in moments,
so it is well to be prepared and know how to react when your
vehicle suddenly behaves very differently.
The first vehicle attitude you will deal with is called oversteer.
What you will feel is that the rear of the vehicle suddenly tries to
go faster than the front. If left unchecked, this will result in a very
unexpected and somewhat untidy u-turn. To counteract this
movement, it is necessary to steer out of it. This is done by gently
but firmly turning the steering wheel in the direction that the rear is
trying to take (which will be opposite to the direction the front of
the car is headed). At the same time, lift off the accelerator
gradually (do NOT apply the brake) and allow the vehicle to
naturally reduce speed. Applying the brake may be an impulse, but
it will cause the back to slip around even faster, so it is a very bad
idea. Once you are facing forward and the back is behaving again,
you can either VERY gently accelerate to continue on your way, or
gently brake and pull over so you can pat your chest, practice
breathing and boast to your passengers of your car control and skill.
The second vehicle attitude is called understeer. This is
somewhat harder to deal with than oversteer, and occurs when you
are navigating a bend or turn. What you will feel is the vehicle
heading straight ahead, even though you are turning the steering
wheel. The front will feel like it is "ploughing" (pushing the earth
in front of it) because the wheels are turned but the vehicle is not
responding and continues in a straight line. If left unchecked, this
will result in the vehicle leaving the road and heading bush. To
counteract this movement, the most effective way is to lift off the
accelerator (do NOT apply the brake) and allow the car to lose
momentum and restore steering. This will occur quickly so try not
to panic as the bushes grow larger in your windscreen. Applying
the brake, while tempting, will lock the wheels and take all control
away so resist the urge. As you lift off the accelerator, you will feel

2004 INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF RICE
A RICE FACT - There are more than 7,000
different rice varieties grown in more than
100 countries all over the world

the front start to turn into the bend and you can then VERY
cautiously re-apply acceleration. You can then casually comment to
your passengers on the slippery conditions, and continue
unscathed.

Next month we will talk about how to cope with dry season
corrugations and bulldust.
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Hearing language, learning
language (PART 2)
By Dr Ann Galloway, Director, Conductive Hearing Loss Research Project.
Kurongkurl Katitjin: School of Indigenous Australian Studies. Edith Cowan University, Mount Lawley Campus.
[Following on from Part One in the March issue of the Kimberley
Community Profile we continue with a report on the outcome of a study
conducted over the past two years in junior primary classes in three
Kimberley Catholic schools. The state-wide research project
investigated the literacy teaching strategies that teachers use when
working with Indigenous children who have conductive hearing loss
(CHL) as a result of otitis media (middle ear infection).]
Teachers and teaching assistants in schools in the Kimberley and
other parts of Western Australia have been working with researchers
from Edith Cowan University, Perth, to identify strategies that are
particularly effective in helping to overcome language problems as a
result of conductive hearing loss. Teachers are using strategies such as
those presented in the kit Do you hear what I hear?, developed by the
Department of Education. Suggested strategies include :
• watch for signs that children may have a hearing problem;
• organise the classroom environment so that all children can hear
what is being said, as well as being able to make use of non-verbal
clues;
• use the same routines in the classroom each day so that children
know what to expect;
• develop listening skills and knowledge of sounds, vocabulary and
concepts;
• develop children's ability to use appropriate language for different
situations (e.g., telling stories, explaining how to make something;

talking about a special occasion; greeting; asking);
• make sure the classroom environment is 'print-rich,' with lots of
signs, posters and books around the room;
• use a variety of teaching approaches, including one-to-one teaching,
small group work, peer tutoring, and buddies to help children with
hearing problems learn more effectively.
As the researchers have visited participating schools, they have
seen some terrific work being done by teachers and teaching assistants
in helping to support young students' language and literacy
development. Parents and other family members can also help children
develop language skills by:
• talking with their children about what they have been doing;
• telling or reading stories to their children, and getting the children to
do the same;
• playing language games and singing songs with their children;
• telling teachers or teaching assistants when their child is having
hearing problems and about what strategies have worked well at
home to help their child hear what is being said.
More information about the Project is available from the Project
website: http://www.kk.ecu.edu.au/research/chl/

‘No Greater Love’
By Gerald Searle
There was much rejoicing when sixty excited and enthusiastic
parishioners and friends of Our Lady Queen of Peace Parish in
Broome witnessed the birth of the Cathedral Players theatrical
group. The Players will stage a spectacular Passion Play in August
at Sun Pictures as part of the Shinju Matsuri Festival. The first
auditions were nights of fun for all. A steady number of cast and
crew have expressed their interest in participating in the play. But
the harvest is great and many more actors, musicians and singers
are still needed. For more information contact Gerald on 9192 2293

Tactile learning experiences with print, Year 1, Ngalangangpum School, Warmun.
Photo: G Gower
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Front l-r : Greg Barbuto (Jesus), Valerie Jarvie (Mary), and Juanita
Gower (Mary Magdalene) with Producer/Co-Director, Gerald Searle at the
first reading of the play.

Adventures at Crow Creek
By Kate & Brian Kane, South Dakota USA
(ed. Brian & Kate Kane are Broome residents who are presently
working at the Crow Creek Tribal School in South Dakota, USA)
All too soon, our adventures at Crow Creek Tribal Schools in South
Dakota, U.S.A. are drawing to a close. We have made so many friends
and been fortunate to be involved in a variety of cultural experiences
with the Native American people such as pow wows, hoop dancing and
listening to their legends and stories. It seems that we have come full
circle in our journey for today we heard the welcome sound of birds
returning from their long migration. After a few months of silence and
snow, spring is just around the corner with the appearance of new buds
on the trees. However all of this heralds the end to our school year here
on the Reservation and our opportunity of living with these fascinating
people.
Kate’s training at the University of Notre Dame Australia in
Broome, where she worked for many years, has been very beneficial in
helping her to run the library for the school. She has worked hard at
purchasing culturally relevant books and fulfilling the Administration’s
request that the library become a more user-friendly place. She has also
enjoyed teaching the year 12’s research skills to prepare them for
University next year. My role has been teaching Maths to the year 9 –
12 students. It has been an enjoyable and rewarding experience.
Education is largely driven by the national policy of ‘No Child Left
Behind’. This policy aims to improve educational standards across the
country by testing students at three stages of their schooling. Statistics
are then collated and posted on the Internet so that schools can be
compared and those which under perform are targeted and put on alert.
Unless adequate yearly progress (AYP) is shown, these schools are
threatened with closure. Obviously, poorer, multicultural schools are
unfairly treated in this way and are sometimes reluctant to enrol underachieving students while the curriculum is channelled more towards
teaching to the test.
Like many communities, Crow Creek has its share of social and
family dysfunction which is caused by familiar problems such as
unemployment, substance abuse and the tragedy of youth suicide. On
the positive side, programs have been implemented by dedicated people
who are working hard to make a difference.

Brian & Kate Kane have fun in the snow at South Dakota.
Kate and I would like to thank Tony Treacy, Principal of St. Mary’s
College in Broome, for giving us this valuable opportunity to live with
and learn from the Native American people. We would also like to
thank our friends in Broome for their support and prayers. We look
forward to seeing you again in January 2005.
For photos and more information about our experiences, the web
site is: http://www.stmarysbroome.wa.edu.au/home/kane.brian/

Visit in support of clergy
"Like everyone else in the Church, priests are called to be people
of faith. To be called by Christ, and to try to follow him, is the most
exciting game in town".
That is how Fr Peter Brock sees the ordained ministry of bishops,
priests and deacons.
Fr Brock visited the Kimberley recently. He is the Executive
Officer of the National Commission for Clergy Life and Ministry.
Based in Canberra, he visits every diocese in Australia every year.
While in Broome he met with Bishop Saunders to discuss issues
concerning the life of the clergy of the diocese.
"These include the ongoing spiritual and personal formation of
Fr Peter Brock, with Fr Matt Digges at Balgo on Ash Wednesday.
clergy. Other concerns range from the support of recently ordained
priests in their early pastoral placements to the preparation for
gracious retirement by the senior priests. Young priests born overseas often need special support, as do priests moving between rural and suburban
parishes", Fr Brock said.
Fr Brock spent a few days at Bidyadanga with Fr Patrick de Silva, the Diocesan Director of Clergy Life and Ministry. He also met the priests
in Kununurra, Halls Creek, Balgo and Broome. Visit www.auspriest.org for more information about the Commission for Clergy Life and Ministry.
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— CENTACARE —

F r. A N S C A R ’ S

By Sr Leone Collins

— COLUMN —

HEALTHY FAMILIES
BUILD HEALTHY
SOCIETIES
Joshua and Damien Treacy explained to me that every person
needs to learn about Respect, Rights and Responsibilities and that this
learning begins in the Family. When every child and adult understands
these three Rs and develops them within themselves, they have a
healthy attitude towards themselves, other people and about life itself.
It is this healthy attitude that helps build healthy Families.
A Family begins with two people creating a seed that needs
nurturing so that it grows to be a healthy baby boy or girl. Every boy
and every girl need their physical and safety needs met so that they can
grow up in the family environment, feeling loved and accepted. These
children need Mum and Dad to be there with them to teach them about
the ups and downs in life. They can then enjoy their childhood and
teenage years and become mature adults who develop the necessary
skills to achieve their desired goals in life.

During their weekly Assembly, students at St Mary’s College Broome Primary
Campus practise showing Respect for themselves and other students by
LISTENING to Mr Jamie and Ms Angela. Photo: Sr L. Collins

I THIRST
By Fr Anscar McPhee
We were looking for a new and easier track to a favourite place. We
had driven carefully through the bush until a creek bed with deep walls
told us it was time to walk. My offsider, a mission volunteer called
Brendan, insisted on carrying the water bottle to save the energy of the
"Old Chap", my aged self. The only thing was that I had to keep stopping
him to have a drink. Consequently, as we climbed seemingly miles of
rocks, I felt desperately thirsty and the water supply just wasn’t enough.
Brendan then went over a ridge to scout around leaving me to rest a
while. On hearing his distant shouts, I dragged myself into action again.
There around the corner was a lovely pool of water gently oozing from
the rock. Uncaring for the local kangaroos and other wild life dependent
on the pool, I filled my hat and drank deeply of this lovely tasting elixir
of life. Then it was on again in the direction of the shouts. He had found
an ancient ‘hiding place’ deep in a gorge under some great trees where
no-one would ever find you.
In the wet season there would be water pounding down long rounded
rocks to the floor of the gorge forming a racing, raging creek. It was dry
now as we followed its path over many rocks and obstacles. I began to
long, once again, for the now absent water. Endless was the trek back in
the direction of the car which was miles away.
Now comes the point of the story. It was the thirst. I have never
known such a thirst. I thought of the old bush people and how tough they
were but then the fire of it turned my mind to Jesus. I thought I could
now feel something of what Jesus felt – so long without food and drink
or rest with such a loss of blood from the angry treatment of the soldiers
and the consequent raging fever. His tongue "stuck to the roof of his
mouth", as Isaiah put it. It was so shocking – to realize something of His
pain. I was telling of the experience, later, back at Kalumburu and one
of the sisters suggested that the thirst of Jesus was a thousand times worse
again in that there was no car waiting at Calvary with beautiful cold water
for him to drink. The certainty of cold water waiting for me inspired a
real interest in my keeping going. Jesus had to rely on love alone. It was
love that kept him going to the end. On Good Friday we pray, "O Jesus
who for love of me did bear your cross to Calvary; In your sweet mercy
grant to me to suffer and to die for thee".

— SAINT NEWS —
St Mark
Feast Day : April 25 Patron of Notaries
St Mark and his mother, Mary, were highly esteemed in the early Church. Mary’s home in Jerusalem
served as a meeting place for the early Christians.
St Mark was associated with St Paul and St Barnabas (who was Mark’s cousin) on their missionary
journeys throughout the island of Cyprus. We know also that St Mark was in Rome with St Peter and St
Paul. Tradition ascribes to him the founding of the Church in Alexandria.
St Mark wrote the second Gospel, probably in Rome sometime before the year 60AD; he wrote it in
Greek for the Gentile converts to Christianity. Tradition tells us that St Mark was requested by the Romans
to set down the teachings of St Peter. This seems to be confirmed by the position which St Peter has in this
Gospel. In this way the second Gospel is a record of the life of Jesus as seen through the eyes of St Peter.
8
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Talkabout Kimberley
• THEOLOGY • SOCIOLOGY • SOCIAL JUSTICE • ANTHROPOLOGY • MISSIOLOGY • ETHICS •

Un-doing
Ideology,
Doing
Theology
An article by
Fr Noel McMaster, CSsR,
Halls Creek, Western Australia

Within the last forty years there
appeared in Latin America a theology
related in a special way to human
oppression. People who were too often
denied a legitimate share of life’s
opportunities and resources, and with that
their proper human dignity, were
encouraged to draw strength from a
popular religiosity, that is, from their
novenas and their shrines and their
cultural rituals born of struggling with so
little. A new wave of theologians began
to speak of the value of identifying with
poor and marginalised second-class
people.
Arguably, though, this new relational
theology did not adequately address a
deep-seated local habit which was used to
placing salvation in such marginality itself,
rather than in liberation from it. Perhaps
this relational approach to the
marginalised is premised on the comment
of Jesus of Nazareth when he was
anointed by an unknown woman: the poor
are always with us.
Nevertheless, the observation is well
made that in Latin America there had
been an earlier theological movement
inspired by liberation, one indeed critical

of much popular religiosity. It paid the
price, though, for its critique and became
somewhat submerged in that theology
which, encouraged over time by church
leadership, chose to defend and promote
popular religiosity.
That earlier stirring of liberation is
recalled as having arisen in many Latin
American universities, among middle-class
students, half-way through the twentieth
century. Its insight was that any alliance
the church had with corporate and
commercial interests subtly and negatively
influenced the way theology was done. In
the face of manipulative and exploitative
ideologies this earlier reflection on
oppression therefore espoused a rugged
path to liberation.
A de-ideologising of unworthy church
interests developed, akin in spirit to the
de-mythologising which in an earlier
period had been introduced to illuminate
bible scholarship and theology.
Ideology as addressed here in this
mid-twentieth century context was a
social force which preserved a status quo
favouring ‘haves’ against the ‘have-nots’.
With an "I smell a rat" response to
prevailing political and economic
circumstances some Christian students,
led now by hermeneutic suspicion, found
their primary faith and church experience
to be one of ideological conversion.
A new way of doing theology in the
un-doing of ideology was born, albeit to be
soon shaded by that second movement
with its preference for a relational
openness of heart rather than a basic
commitment to ideological conversion.
Turning now to our local church, it can
be noted that Broome Diocese has much
popular religiosity which is exemplified in
novenas and a variety of traditions and
rituals not over-distinguished for their
social confrontation. Mention, too, can be
made of the controlled devotional habits
found in the ideology of a well established
school system.
Broome also possesses a couple of
university campuses and a rising middle
class. In the sectional affluence
characteristic of the latter it should not be
a surprise if the local church were found

to be exposed to particular ideological
fashions of the day.
In doing our theology, then, in
university or elsewhere, are we
accustomed to raise the issue of
suspicion?
In approaching an answer to our
question it is helpful to look at some
aspects of our identifiable ideological
base. As a church we share at least four
contemporary ideological foundations
which are certainly not beyond suspicion.
They are security, consumerism, market
share and sponsorship.
The emphasis in looking at these is on
the doing of a theology which can be
liberating and not a symptom of that
paralysis suffered by faith when it is
immobilised by naïve religious attitudes or
the control of leaders and/or exploiting
patrons.
Every year most people look to their
insurances which protect life and property;
at the same time many look for religious
security in the premiums of popular
religiosity, e.g., those novenas, an
enthusiasm for apparitions of one kind and
another, some undiscriminating rituals of
healing, the enduring devotion of praying
to St Anthony to retrieve losses.
At the same time many parents look
for sacraments like baptism, or places in
Catholic schools, as though they are
available on demand like any consumer
item, or as though, if necessary, supply
should increase to cater even for the
demand coming from those with no
special commitment to Catholic ethos.
Year after year sacramental statistics
are provided to Rome and in recent times
surveys have been conducted on Mass
attendance. The resulting percentages
give a clue as to whether our religious
market share is up or down.
When it comes to sponsorship there
are any number of alliances offered by the
commercial world; a church or church
institution can seize an opportunity
without diligently examining the total
context with all its vested interests.

Continued on Page II
I
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Continued from page I
Latin American experience has
taught us that the doing of a liberating
theology proceeds optimally when there
is an un-doing of harmful ideological
influences which may have crept into
church life.
Genuine theology is therefore
‘dangerous’, to use a word from a
European theologian. The danger here
is in following the suspicion which leads
to a resolve to see through any
unworthy fusion of interest or alliance
our church may have.
Gospel reflection can be supportive
theologically. To take a couple of
examples:
• The parable of the leaven and the
dough suggests that the church’s
ministry is not about purely
quantitative increase. Church
members as leaven can produce the
bread of life for many without
necessarily increasing the numbers
of people baptised or heads counted
at Mass. New leaven will then
have its provenance of sacramental
consistency as ideological critique is
maintained.
• "Give back to Caesar what belongs
to Caesar" (Jerusalem bible text). A
reliable interpretation of this
(con)text, in line with the spirit of
the gospel as service, goes beyond
the Tiberian coin as tax. To earn
respect the Caesars of the modern
corporate state, for example, have
to prove themselves to be
transparently benevolent, and not
just selectively sponsoring particular
church projects; a case of the left
hand not knowing what the right is
doing. What would we think of a
government or company which was
quick with an endowment for a
church institution, but slow to
appreciate the merit of a native title
interest? And so on.
Such examples, I suggest, can help
us appreciate that the un-doing of an
ideological link can be integral to the
doing of a theology whose goal is to set
people free. ■
II

BOOK REVIEW
by The Most Rev. Hilton Deakin, Ph.D. AM
Auxiliary Bishop of Melbourne

We Won The Victory
Author: Ian Crawford
Publisher: Fremantle Arts Centre
Press 2001
The North-West region in Western
Australia is an uninviting piece of territory.
Most of the land mass is covered with
fragmented, decaying boulders and layers
of sandstone, which were once the floors
of oceans that reached far inland.
Everywhere there are ravines gouged
out by rivers and streams that run
excessively for around three months in the
wet season, and then slowly fade away to
pools connected by narrow ribbons of
running water. Everywhere there are
inaccessible places. Vegetation is scraggy,
and the trees have a tenuous hold on earth
and water. Nature crafted an almost
impassable, even impenetrable barrier to
prying eyes of a wandering stranger or any
invasive visitor seeking shelter, comfort or
economic advantage.
But throughout this unwelcoming yet
fascinating terrain, groups of Aboriginal
People lived for probably thousands of
years. Some inhabited islands off-shore.
Some lived along the littorals. Others
occupied the rocky hinterland. As we now
know, each group had its own dialect,
economy, annual life cycle much
determined by the harvesting rhythms of
sea, waterway and land. They owned and
celebrated rituals, recited, crafted and
ennacted myths and dance. Their cultural
equipment gave them a guide or map, and
a law that gave shape to individual and
social life. Given that the average individual
in times before European advance into the
area, met perhaps only 100 or so other
human beings in a lifetime, they had
crafted a complex cultural instrument to
see them on their way through life.

Recent scholarly research, such as that
of Crawford, has opened up or furthered
the knowledge of contacts from outside
the region. Makassars from the old East
Indies made annual visits to harvest the
much sought after beche-de-mer. It
seems they stayed close to the shorelines. They built stone fireplaces, ovens,
planted an occasional glade of trees to
find shelter from the fierce sun. Now and
again they left behind an artifact or two.
Such finds aided archeologists find out
who they were, where they came from,
and when they visited.
Harder to track, but also worth
discovering, were borrowed words, a
mention or two in a ritual dance-song,
perhaps even an introduced custom.
Crawford gives hints of these when his
informants sang songs of events long ago.
Especially they remembered people and
objects that aroused curiosity.
All the while, one could suspect, there
was a gradualist and selective adaptation
of ideas, use of artifacts, perhaps even
customs. In one narration by an informant,
mention was made of throwing an object
into a billy-can. The noise of contact
emphasised a point. The narrator learned
the benefit of the billy can.

IRREVERSIBLE CHANGE:
The spread of European settlement
and the constant search for economic
advantage penetrated the inaccessible
reaches of the Kimberley and changed the
aboriginal ways forever. Pastoralists from
Queensland and the South, mining agents,
and missionaries brought the winds of
change.
Their coming was piecemeal.
Explorers, surveyors, agents and such like
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took long looks at the territory and went
away with mixed ideas. Missionaries
came to stay.
There is a great deal of "them" and "us"
in the author's investigation of contact. He
tells of a "transformed aboriginality"
emerging from the process. There was
also massive change, and destruction. The
likes of Willy Reid were attractive counter
foils to the other newcomers who
threatened to smother the traditional
ways. Stories about Willy Reid were
legion in the Kimberley. He had a zestful
disregard for missionaries, whites he
could seldom befriend, and he developed
a critical approach to the presence and
work of various religious groups.

MISSIONS:
Mission-minded churches sent
personnel to the distant north to serve, to
convert, and to stay. They had a mind on
what they were about. Many of the
missionaries gave the best years of their
lives to their work among the aboriginal
people. The greater part of that work was
educational and economic.
Many Aboriginal People who were part
of the missionary endeavour have given
deeply appreciative testimonies of the
men and women who worked among
them. There is especially a steady and
constant appreciation for the work of the
women who for the most part offered
medical service, taught homecrafts,
cooked food, ran schools, and generally
presented a softer, kinder human face to
their relationships with the people for
whom they worked.

OTHER CONTACT POINTS:

Unan as essentially an economic
exchange network. It was far more than
that. Specifically designated men,
and to a lesser degree, women, owned,
managed, guarded, even sometimes
composed, ritual, myth and dance. Often
new ideas found their way into all
elements of such exchange. It might be a
comment about an historical incident, a
borrowed word, a gesture, an idea. The
Kimberley area was rich in Unan ritual
cycles.
Such cycles as the Kranganda, the
Mai-ang-e, or the Wokai-a were still being
observed two decades ago.

WORDS:
Linguists and anthropologists have still
not come to any wide agreement about
how to render in English, words and
pronunciations that cross dialect
boundaries. The author travelled widely in
the Kimberley over a long period of time.
One might have hoped for a lead on
uniformity.
For instance, he writes of "rambat", the
word used in the Kimberley to indicate a
person, a rule, or a mode of behaviour
that follows the separatist or avoidance
rule which comes into operation in human
relationships following a death, a
marriage, or an initiation. In the Kimberley
it was pronounced either "ramba" or
"rambar".
Another instance concerns the man in
the photograph on p.125. He is called in
the entry below by his name "Joe
Purwan". He was the father of "Margaret"
mentioned at various times in the text.
She is surnamed "Pulman". A number of
proper names have a similar non-uniform
approach to their rendering.

THE UNAN:
The book hardly touches on the
existence, function or substance of one
notable feature of aboriginal life that might
be a mine of information about contact
with outsiders.
The Kimberley people and their
adjacent clans south and east, were joined
in a network of relationships called the
Unan or Wunan. The author describes the

MISSIONS:
Mission communities were different
things to different people. As the daily
diaries of the Benedictines demonstrate,
the aboriginal people around the old
mission of Pago came into the mission
freely and for their own benefit. At no
stage were they forced to go there, nor to
stay. The policies that governed the style

of life there reflected the mentality of the
day and age. For the Spanish
missionaries, it was a lonely enough life
where contact with the outside world,
meaning Perth or Spain was a visit by a
supply boat a couple of times a year.

MORE OUTSIDE:
The Second World War blew away the
isolation. It also killed a missionary and
five aboriginal people in a Japanese
bombing raid on Kalumburu. That one
event left an indelible scar on the
collective memory of the Kalumburu
people.
The missions were breathing spaces
where the people could live in peace,
learn something of the European ways
engulfing their own way of life. A
commonly expressed belief by women at
Kalumburu was that the coming of the
missions gave them a chance to be free
and at peace. They also gave protection
from the predatory habits of non-aboriginal
people who wandered about the
Kimberley. Latter-day diseases and other
problems have deeply afflicted the
Aboriginal People. Problems such as
alcoholism, gambling, drug abuse,
consistent violence in home and
community life, almost constant
unemployment and dependence on
government handouts are the awesome
afflictions that modern life has brought
them.
These are all part of the outsider
influence on the people of the Kimberley.
At times, as I read this book, I
believed I was reading note-books or fieldwork records. Occasionally there are slips,
which careful editing could eliminate. For
instance, on p.59, the king brown snake is
described as no deadly snake. It's a killer,
for sure.
Overall, I read this book with feeling
and fond recall. Crawford trod so many
familiar paths. I knew many of the people
interviewed. He has opened up a new
investigative track that promises to yield
further information about the North and its
people in transition. ■

III
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Mandate for Catholic
Earthcare Australia
The life, death and
resurrection of Jesus
Christ, bring salvation
not only to humankind,
but also, in a different
way to the whole of
creation. In the letter to
the Colossians we see
that not only are all
things created in Christ,
but that all things are
reconciled in him:

He is the image of the

•

Discover the voice of the Creator
transmitted in the natural world and
through the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ.

•

Celebrate the whole community of
life.

•

Strive for sustainable development
that seeks to overcome poverty and
injustice.

•

Prepare an environment for future
generations that is closer to the plan
of the Creator.

SIGN OF THE TIMES
On 17 January 2001 during a general
audience at the Vatican, Pope John Paul II
commenting on the environmental health
of planet Earth, lamented, “It is
immediately evident that humanity has
disappointed divine expectations ...
humiliating ... that flower garden, that is
the earth, our home”. The Pope in calling
for a commitment to avoid ecological
catastrophe, stressed that: it is necessary,
therefore, to stimulate and sustain the
ecological conversion.
In May 2002, the Australian Catholic
Bishops' Conference met in Sydney, on
Australia's east coast, within sight of the
Pacific Ocean. The conference approved
the formation of Catholic Earthcare
Australia (CEA). This executive arm of the
Bishops' Committee for Justice
Development Ecology & Peace (BCJDEP)
was mandated with the mission of
advising, supporting and assisting the
BCJDEP in responding to Pope John Paul
II's call to stimulate and sustain ecological
conversion, within the Catholic Church in
Australia and beyond.

EARTHCARE'S TASKS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
To act as an advisory agency to the
BCJDEP on ecological matters, including
especially safeguarding the integrity of
creation, environmental justice and
ecological sustainability. Its tasks will
include:
• Carrying out research, from the
perspective of scripture and the
Church's environmental and social
justice teachings.
•

Developing national networks, with a
view to initiating, linking, resourcing
and supporting ecological endeavours
within the Church, and extending the
hand of friendship and cooperation to
other like-minded groups working in
the broader community.

•

Undertaking advocacy initiatives by
encouraging a reverence for creation,
a responsible stewardship of Earth's
natural resources and ecosystems,
and providing a voice for the victims of
pollution, environmental degradation
and injustice.

•

Providing educational materials and
services to Catholic schools,
organizations, congregations and
parishes - particularly information to
assist in the carrying out of
environmental audits and the
implementation of more ecologically
and ethically sustainable practices. ■

unseen God and the first
THE VISION

born of all creation, for in
Him were created all things
in heaven and on earth,
everything visible and
everything invisible ...

Catholic Earthcare Australia, inspired
by the words of Pope John Paul II (in his
New Year's Day Message 1990 and his
General Audience Vatican address of 17
January 2001) shares his vision of a world
where we will:
• Stimulate and sustain the ecological
conversion.
•

Respect the central role of humankind
in safeguarding creation and to work
towards making the life of all creatures
more dignified.

•

Protect the radical goodness of life in all
manifestations, especially human life.

Before anything was
created, He existed, and
He holds all things in unity.
(Col. 1:15 - 17)
IV

•

Work for a sustainable ecology for
present and future generations.

More information on Catholic Earthcare
Australia can be obtained from:
www.catholicearthcareoz.net

C A R I T A S

K I M B E R L E Y

By Fr Paul Boyers - Caritas Diocesan Director

NEW BEGINNINGS IN EAST TIMOR:
A few of years ago when I visited East Timor with Caritas I met
Maria. There is a feature story on Maria in this year’s Project
Compassion material. Maria lives in the village of Nefobal in Oecussi
which is in the area of East Timor that is
surrounded by the Indonesian Province of
West Timor. Because it is so close to
Indonesia the people of Oecussi suffered
terribly during the occupation by the
Indonesian soldiers
During my visit, I travelled around the
villages with a Caritas employee by the
name of King who had been employed to
help the people re-establish their gardens
after they were destroyed by the retreating
Indonesian soldiers. In Nefobal, I saw the
work Maria and the rest of her village were
doing in establishing their gardens. Caritas
had purchased piping that ran from the
village well to the gardens. The women now
did not have to walk such a long way
carrying water. King had introduced the
villagers to new varieties of vegetables. Not

only did these new varieties improve the nutrition in their diets but
also, for the first time, they had enough produce left over to sell in the
local market. Through an interpreter Maria and the other women in
the village happily told us of the items they
were now able to buy for their families.
Simple things that we take for granted like
plates and cups. The women were so proud
of the improvements in their gardens. The
smiles on their faces said it all.
This was only possible through your
efforts for Project Compassion. I would like
to thank you for your support of Project
Compassion this year and ask you to
continue to give to whatever activity there is
in either your school or parish for Project
Compassion. Last year the total amount
raised in the Diocese of Broome was
$15,300. Let us try and better that amount
this year.
Maria with her son Angus from the village of
Nefobal in East Timor.
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KIMBERLEY
KITCHEN
Mena (Philomena)
Baadjo is an Aboriginal
Teaching Assistant at
Luurnpa Catholic School,
Balgo Hills. Mena was
born in Balgo and has
lived there all her life
except for four years she
spent at Kiwirkurra,
which is near Kintor in
the Western District in
the NT, where her
husband, Brandy
Tchungerai, comes from.
Well respected for her
paintings,
Mena
is
Chairperson of Warlayirti
Artists – a name that
needs no introduction to
lovers of aboriginal art.
Mena is happy to take her
turn on the roster for
service as a security
person for the Clinic
and is involved in other
Mena (Philomena) Baadjo
community activities.
The photo shows Mena holding the 2003 Wunan Achievement
Award she was presented with for Individual Mentor of the Year in
the East Kimberley. Mena’s recipe was given to her by her elder
sister, Tossie. It is a great favourite with the Baadjo family.

CATHOLIC
EDUCATION OFFICE

Induction for Teachers
in Catholic Schools
By E. Lawrance
On 22nd February 30 teachers new to teaching in Kimberley
Catholic schools attended a day’s Orientation. Tricia Walsh,
Coordinator of the Perth Integration and Faith Formation Team at the
Perth Catholic Education Office (CEO), facilitated the day. A week’s
induction followed which was facilitated by Broome CEO Staff.
Bishop Saunders, in his address, at the commencement of the
Induction gave a most interesting insight into the early history of the
Church in the Kimberley. The telling of, ‘Our Story’, by Indigenous
consultants provided a basis for understanding student behavioural
difficulties which teachers might experience in the classroom. A full
day was devoted to Religious Education and other consultants
presented a number of sessions on Fostering English Language in
Kimberley Schools ( FELIKS ). The role of the school psychologist,
health and well being and the Substance Abuse program were also
covered.
Social life was big on the agenda with a sunset visit to Cable
Beach and a dinner held at the CEO. The talent quest following
dinner produced considerable hidden talents and much laughter. The
week, as well as assisting teachers to settle into their new life in the
Kimberley, also provided them with the opportunity to form
friendships with staff from other Catholic schools. Many plans were
hatched and the bicycle meeting between Balgo and Mulan should
be interesting! The group was enthusiastic and committed and we
wish them good luck in their teaching careers.

Spaghetti Bolognaise
Ingredients
1 packet (500g) of minced steak
water, as needed
1 packet (500g) of tubular spaghetti
salt and black pepper to taste
1 jar (500g) of Dolmio or Raguletto tomato sauce (comes in
different flavours)
1 packet (250g) of tasty cheddar cheese

Method
· Half fill a large pot or saucepan with water.
· Heat the water until it is boiling quickly.
· Add the spaghetti a little at a time so the water does not go off
the boil.
· Boil until the spaghetti is soft (about 10 minutes).
· Pour off most of the water, so that there is only about the depth
of a finger joint left above the top of the spaghetti.
· Add the minced meat, stirring in well with a wooden spoon.
· Heat until cooked (about 15 minutes), stirring from time to time.
· Add salt and pepper to taste.
· Grate the cheese and sprinkle over the top.
· Serve and enjoy. (Serves 4 – 6).

10
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New teachers to the Kimberley assembled in Broome recently for an
informative Induction Session with CEO Staff. Photo: P. Sgherza

2004 INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF RICE
"It's time for the global community to work together to
increase rice production in a sustainable way that will
benefit farmers, women, children and especially the
poor. Global initiatives aimed at promoting sustainable
agricultural development have been established over
the years by many countries. I see the International
Year of Rice 2004 as a powerful opportunity for the
global community to implement these initiatives."

Dr Jacques Diouf, Director-General of the U.N. Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO).

Beard of Knowledge goes
for Cancer Research
By A. Hayden

PLEASE REMEMBER
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
OF THE KIMBERLEY IN
YOUR WILL
A bequest to the Roman Catholic Bishop of Broome
for the religious, educational and charitable works of
the Church allows funds to be applied
where the need is greatest.

John Bucknall,
before and
after the
Leukaemia
Foundation
Shave for a Cure.
Photo: L. Bevan
John Bucknall, Assistant Dean and Lecturer in Aboriginal Studies at
the University of Notre Dame in Broome, is a familiar figure around the
Broome Campus with his ‘beard of knowledge’. John’s beard has been
part of his face since 1972 and it must certainly have been a moment of
inspiration when he offered to have his hair and beard shaved off if the
students and staff raised $1500 for the Leukaemia Foundation.
It seems many people wanted to see John without a beard as over
$2,000 was raised.
While it was lots of fun to see John undergoing this major change to
his appearance the reason behind his decision to raise funds for cancer
research is an issue close to his heart. John’s father died of cancer, his
mother has been fighting breast cancer for 12 years and last year John
and his wife Gwen lost a very close friend to cancer.
It is understood that the Beard of Knowledge was gathered up and
is to be used as a Student Award in future years.

— PARISH NEWS —
B R O O M E

Fish and Rice for
Project Compassion
The very popular parish Fish & Rice evening was held recently
at the Nicholas Emo Parish Centre in Broome. Many families
joined in and brought along plates of fish or rice to share with
others.
Over $400 was raised for Project Compassion from
donations and the sale of soft drink during the evening.

Please mail coupon to:
The Finance Officer, Diocese of Broome,
PO Box 76, Broome WA 6725
Telephone: (08) 9192 1060 or Fax: (08) 9192 2136
ABN 37 040 099 127

❑ I would like more information about remembering the
Church in my will.
❑ I have already included the Church in my will and
wish to have this noted.
❑ I would like to be contacted for a confidential talk
about my will, or a gift to the Church in my lifetime.

Name:

________________________________________________________________________

Address:

____________________________________________________________________

The Sacred Heart Church
Beagle Bay Conservation
& Restoration
Appeal
Please make donations payable to:
THE NATIONAL TRUST OF
AUSTRALIA (WA)
and post to:
The Sacred Heart Church Beagle
Bay Conservation and
Restoration Appeal
PO Box 76, Broome WA 6725
Photo: CAS.

MY DONATION
❑ $ 25
❑ $ 50 ❑ $ 100
❑ Other
My/Our cheque/money order/cash is enclosed.
OR
❑ Mastercard ❑ Visa ❑ Bankcard
Card No.

❑❑❑❑ ❑❑❑❑ ❑❑❑❑ ❑❑❑❑
________________________________________________________
Expiry Date

Signature

Name: ________________________________________________
Postal Address: ______________________________________
________________________________________________________
Photo: A Hayden.

Donations of $2 and over are tax deductible.
Receipts will be issued.
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SCHOOL NEWS
B I L L I L U N A - K U R U R R U N G K U

Billiluna Flood
By Junior Dennis Sambo – Year 8
At Billiluna it rained. This was caused by tropical cyclone
Fritz. On Friday there was no rain. On Wednesday we had 28 mm
of rain and on Saturday we had an enormous rain of 129.6mm.
On Friday it flooded 1.2 metres high over the Sturt Creek
Road crossing near Billiluna and by Sunday the flood rose up to
2.2metres at the creek. Some women went to the creek to catch
fish. The kids from Billiluna walked to the creek to go for a
swim. We climbed up a tree to do some giant bombies. Yesterday
some boys went to the creek because they were hot and interested
in the flood. The boys crossed the creek to see if the man and his
wife who were stuck pon an island, because of the flood, were o.k.
The truck driver gave Phillip Obah, Zyrus Manson and Travis
a can of Coke each because they got some wood for the man and his
wife.
Yesterday my mum caught a fish 20cm long at the creek where it is
flooded. The flood rose up yesterday. If the creek stays flooded about a

Ladies from Billiluna enjoy fishing at the flooded Tanami Road. Photo: P Holden.
week some people will fly some food to Balgo, Mulan, Billiluna and
other places that are in flood. The people from Billiluna are keeping
their eyes on the people who are stuck on an island. We like to swim at
the creek. Some people still go fishing and swimming during the big
flood at Billiluna.
K U N U N U R R A

Jumping Down from a Tree
By Ashton Manson - Year nine student
We go swimming at the creek. We have lots of great times at
the creek. We like jumping down from a tree with a rope tied on to
it. We sometimes float down the creek and stop at the bridge and
run back to the jumping tree and jump again and float down again.
We also have five swimming dams. The five dams are called Blue
Dam, Green Dam, New Dam, Old Dam, and Turkey Nest. We like
swimming at the creek because it has lots of trees for jumping off.
We like the deep side of the creek not the side with the shallow
water. In the creek we have lots of jumping spots from the big trees.
Most years the creek gets a big flood and then we have no jumping
tree and we just have to dive and throw each other up and down.
The creek gets flooded because of lots and lots of rain.

Computers in
the Classroom
By A. McMahon

Photo: A. McMahon

Year nine student Dwayne Tighe acting as ‘depth indicator’ in the flood
waters of the Sturt River on the Tanami Road, 173 km south of Halls Creek.
Photo: Pat Holden.
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Staff from St Joseph's School, Kununurra and other East
Kimberley Catholic Schools enjoy professional development on
using Computers in the Classroom, presented by Moira Curtain.
The PD took place in St Joseph's new computer laboratory.

SCHOOL NEWS
B A L G O

-

L U U R N P A

D J A R I N D J I N - L O M B A D I N A

Following the Liturgical
Year Can Be Fun!

D.L.C.S SCORES A
CENTURY

Br. E. Becker fsc

By S. Mullane

Class 4/5 students of Luurnpa Catholic School at Balgo prepare
enthusiastically for the Lenten Season by making (and eating) their
own pancakes on Shrove (Pancake) Tuesday. Teaching Assistant,
Lorraine Baadjo, seems to be saying the Grace Before Meals as teacher
Sue Erceg takes a snapshot of her class. Students shown in photo, front
to back, are: Andrew Sunfly, visiting student Gramston Brown from
Nyirrpi N.T., Clifford Sunfly, Alexander Loomoo, Bianca and Kathleen
Mudgedell, with Keith Njamme and Lloyd Mudgedell standing at the
back. Gramston is thinking of putting in for a transfer to Luurnpa
school.

Djarindjin Lombadina Catholic School has started the 2004 school
year well with student numbers reaching nearly 100 children.
Attendance rates have also been excellent with the majority of
students obtaining a solid score of 100 per cent attendance.
Newly-appointed Principal, Mr Darren Side has returned to the
Kimberley after a five year absence and other new staff members
include secondary teacher Mr Geoff Holland, ex-Luurnpa Catholic
School - Yakka Yakka annex, and primary teacher Mrs Anna Side.
They join Mrs Mary Sibosado (Year 4/5), Miss Emily Moloney
(Year 2/3), Ms Janenell Sibosado (K/P/1)and Ms Shendelle Mullane
(Middle School). The teaching staff are supported by Aboriginal
Teacher Assistants Gillian Councillor, Natasha Fejo, Naomi Ougham,
Valerie Hunter, Nathan Sampi and Yankee Dougal.
While a range of literacy and numeracy outcomes are the focus in
class, there have been many extra-curricular activities including a
"Finding Nemo" video night, a disco and several reefing/fishing trips.
The Garnduwa sport and recreation team has made several visits to
the school and excursions to the award-winning tourist resort
Kooljaman, at Cape Leveque, are planned for the end of the term.

W I R R U M A N U A D U LT E D . C E N T R E - B A L G O

Notre Dame Student
returns to Balgo
By Sr M. Nyland
Colleen Baadjo is one of three young women who recently returned
to Balgo from a Block Release at the University of Notre Dame campus
in Broome. Br. Cal Cusack, her tutor, is overseeing Colleen's work as
she continues to develop her skills in Business Studies.

Cooking Lessons — Middle School students (from left) Tauri James, Kevin
Dougal and Josephine Bin Swani whip up a storm during a cooking lesson at
Djarindjin Lombadina Catholic School. Photo: S Mullane.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA’S FINEST JEWELLERY
BROOME PEARLS
ARGYLE DIAMONDS
KALGOORLIE GOLD

Photo: M. Nyland.

DAMPIER TCE, BROOME
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6725
TEL: (08) 9192 2430 FAX: (08) 9193 5280
EMAIL: linneysbroome@bigpond.com
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SCHOOL NEWS
B R O O M E

St Mary’s in the Swim
By J Sgherza
This year marks the start of a new leadership structure at St Mary’s
College, Broome. The primary school welcomes Angela Alibrando as
the Head of Early Childhood Education (K-3) and Jamie Sgherza as the
Head of Junior School (4-7). Together Angela and Jamie bring a wealth
of experience and commitment to St Mary’s College.
St. Mary’s has begun the year with a renewed commitment to
providing an array of experiences and opportunities for our students.
As term one whizzes by staff and students have been busy setting
the foundation for a great year of learning. All students have enjoyed
two weeks of swimming lessons and a group has also swum their way
through the term at the Before School Swimming Club. Children have
proudly demonstrated such a growth in confidence and skill. It’s been
so rewarding to see children smiling as they command us to look and
see for ourselves their improvement. We are delighted to be able to say
that almost everyone participated in our Swimming program. We
consider this to be a huge success, one that we hope to maintain next
year. Year six and seven students have had the chance to playcricket and
softball after school. All of these activities have been kindly supervised
by St Mary’s staff.
St Mary’s students were lucky to experience a visit by favourite
children’s author Andy Griffiths and in week six the school library held
a book fair which was an amazing success. Following auditions our
school has formed a choir. We are really excited about this new
initiative and thanks to our music teacher Miss Andrea Bozokovic, they
are sounding like angels.

D E R B Y

Holy Rosary Student
Representatives
By K Duffy
During early February the students in Years 5-7 at Holy Rosary
School, Derby have been in election mode to elect new Student
Representative Council Leaders and Sports Faction Captains and Vice
Captains.
The students were required to write application letters to the
Principal, Sr Margaret, prepare a speech to give in front of their peers
and staff and finally they needed to vote.
The role of these newly elected leaders is to act as representatives
of the entire student body, organise and run the Friday School
Assembly, organise lunch time sporting events and assist our Physical
Education teacher with the running of the school swimming and
athletics carnivals.

Holy Rosary School Derby Student Representative Council Leaders, are
Amber Cowie, Daniel Bin Omar, Lilly Hart, Owen Le Lievre, Paige
Mischker, Michael Leamy, Rachael Coughlan and Kit Le Lievre.

An Invitation
is extended
to all past staff and students
to the 50th Anniversary
celebrations of
HOLY ROSARY SCHOOL, DERBY

on the 12/13 June 2004.
••••••••••••••••••••
Students from St Mary’s Primary School Broome enjoy swimming lessons.
Photo: P. Holt.
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All enquiries phone the school
office on (08) 9191 1283
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focus
Above: Faction Captains at Holy Rosary School Derby are eager to assist in
running various activities in the school. Left to right: Jordan Gimbel, Daniel
Keevil, Graham Stol, Jarvis Fernandez, Jamie McAllister, Jason Ryder, Jayde
Edwards, Michaelie Noack, Sandra Mouda, Christopher Apps, Tiffany Hunter,
Marissa McCarthy. Photo: K Duffy.

Above: Bishop Saunders receives a blessing from His
Holiness, Pope John Paul II during his ad limina visit to
Rome.

Above: Tasha Stumpagee (left) and Duwellan Ningella love being at school and
get down to the serious business of hand-writing in the Year 2/3 class at
Djarindjin Lombadina Catholic School. Photo: S. Mullane
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Above: Libuse Dessert, Pauline Credlin, Madge Yu, Tegan Bedford and Anne
Gordon enjoy morning tea after Mass at Our Lady Queen of Peace Cathedral in
Broome. The morning tea was a fund-raiser for Project Compassion.

DESIGN AND TYPESETTING BY • RED LOGIC DESIGN, BROOME W.A. 6725

Left: St Joseph's Kununurra celebrated Ash Wednesday
with a Mass at school. The theme was "Give to those in
need". As well as the students and teachers a number of
parents and carers attended the Mass. Photo: A McMahon.

